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Winter has arrived and finally my lawn has slowed down and no longer have to mow twice a week. The rain has been very
welcome as some areas were becoming dry.
Although it is winter there is so much colour in our gardens. The beautiful
Orange Trumpet Vine is starting to flower with its striking orange flowers, the
roses are still blooming due to a mild autumn and many of the tea trees are
a mass of cream flowers.
The cane season is just about to start so be prepared for the “black snow”.
Don't try and brush it off anything wet, wait until it dries and blow it off. This
is just part of living in our valley.
Although a lot of the cane is now cut green, there is a percentage that has
to be burnt and again, like last year, more paddocks may need to be as there
is still flood debris in the cane that was stood over from last year.
Happy Gardening and keep warm.

“Exploring”
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About 30 members and visitors assembled at Madeleine Murray’s garden in Clareville Road, Smith’s Creek. Fortunately the rain
which had been around in the morning, held off for the entire meeting and the garden wander. The area of the garden in which we
placed our chairs is soon to become a swimming pool.
The view of Mt. Warning from her back veranda
was stunning.
Madeleine moved to the property 2 years ago.
She bought it from Ray and Greta Hunter who
had lived there for 24 years. They were avid
gardeners and set up a large vegetable patch
which Madeleine has found hard to keep up with –
she now plants broad beans and okra in it mainly.
She has planted many fruit trees – including
pomegranate, peach, mango, guava and fig.
Madeleine inherited a good lime and lemonade
tree as well, from which she invited us to take
some fruit.
Pottery is Madeleine’s main hobby and she makes intricate planters which she sells.

Q: Why do certain citrus fruits have grey/brown marks on them whereas fruit on other trees
do not?
A: Don explained that they were due to either a mite or fungus. The mite attacks when the
fruit are setting. Solution is to spray about ¾ of the way through flowering (next year now)with a fungicide, copper-based spray or oil. Make sure not to spray in the heat of the day.
Q: When should we prune hydrangeas?
A: Now or any time – especially when they drop their leaves.
Q: Caterpillars are abundant this year – especially in bulbs – what do we do?
A: Squish them! Some have had success with flyspray too.
Q: What is the white fungus on my Mandevilla?
A: It is due to Mealy bug. Spray it with strong stream of water in early stages or with a 1:1 mixture of dishwashing detergent and
water. The soap will suffocate the mealy bugs.
Alex Deen had a tree she wanted identified. Don thought it may be a Cassia but not sure. Alex will put a photo on Facebook page.
Both visitors and members collected a wonderful array of raffle prizes – ranging from
hanging basket plants and herb pots to beautiful artworks. Well done Alex in arranging
the raffle.

Ed: Thanks to Alex
Deen for the lovely pics
taken at the meeting.
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It was a perfect winter’s day when we visited a new garden in
Limpinwood, kindly hosted by Bronwyn and David Hancox.
The couple bought the 12-acre property 18 months ago, relocating
from a larger place in Mullumbimby. Their first job was to mow the
farmers’ friends’ which infested the entire acreage, encouraged by
the overuse of glyphosate by the sweet-potato growing previous
owners.
The Hancoxs are now rehabilitating the soil to organic standard
(although they doubt they’ll ever get certification due to its
previous degradation) using David Gourlay’s soil life products.
The impoverished and heavily-compacted soil is already
improving enough to grow an impressive display of vegetables,
herbs and fruit trees. They are lucky enough to have creek
frontage, providing lovely boulders for their rock garden.
We were all impressed with their lovely sunray herb garden which was overflowing with beautiful edible and medicinal
herbs (pic as below).
David and Bronwyn’s business is called Bio-Logical, and they act as
consultants supporting organic horticulture. As part of this endeavour
they are developing an app to identify pest insects and how to control
them. Members were given the change to obtain the app for free, in
exchange for providing feedback on its merits and (if any) detractions.
Visit their website insectsorganicgardening app.com.au, or Facebook:
Insects & Organic Gardening/Bio-Logical app.
Members were very excited at the opportunity to see such a wonderful
new garden and
enthusiastically spoke
about their own issues
in the general
conversation.

Philip
purchased a dwarf
Malay coconut palm from Daleys at Kyogle so Richard can bask
under the fronds in the summer. They have had a good crop of star
fruit (carambola) this year – one has to wait until the tree is
approximately 2m in height before they start to produce.
 Madeleine is seeking hairy caterpillars for a hungry cuckoo.
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 Jeanette and Simone have a large greenhouse in their garden and are therefore still able to produce lots of summer
crops such as capsicums and zucchini. We’ll have a chance to see their place later in the month.
 Diana’s sheep and insects have been eating all her spinach but since mulching with spent coffee grounds both
pests have vanished and he’s been able to pick some for her own consumption. She’s also buying brewery mash
for the cattle which is also good for human consumption. The biscuits she brought along for morning tea were
deliciously crisp and nutty, and no doubt packed with vitamins and energy.
 Sheila’s salad garden is doing well despite her frequent trips abroad. She’s just returned from Canada where the
government is encouraging all its citizens to grow some food, no matter how small their gardens are. Sheila says
the idea has really taken off and people are embracing the concept of food production and seed protection. Its such
a simple idea – perhaps we could do the same in Australia.
 Pamela is enjoying having a vegie garden for the first time in ages. She’s got an unusual clump of turmeric – should
she rehabilitate or replace? Replace with the good stuff!
 Di grows her turmeric in shade and uses it as a soil conditioner. She and Ron enjoy a cup of tea every afternoon
made of turmeric, ginger, pepper and honey. The pepper increases potency and absorption of the turmeric. Sounds
wonderfully health giving.
 Kyla is new to the club, having recently moved to 25 acres in Uki where she hopes to start a market garden.
 Martin and others are about to start trimming their citrus trees. Martin has been mollycoddling the guinea fowl he got
from the Holzknechts by putting hot water bottles next to them at night – Tyalgum nights can be rather chilly!
 Marie brought some lovely coleus cuttings to save us spending $8 per plant at Bunnings. They strike very easily and
provide a splash of colour in the garden all year round.
 Gloria brought along her remaining custard apples than the king parrots hadn’t eaten.
 Phil has installed a small shade house next to his shed for growing tomatoes in the winder. In the summer he just
takes the shade cloth off. He wants to harvest his peanuts but has heard that they should die down first. Problem is
his aren’t dying. Peanuts have a 100-day cycle and can be harvested after then, regardless of foliage or not. You
have to dig deep down into the soil to get the nuts.
 Barb bought a punnet of Japanese spinach from George at the M’bah farmers’ market and she’s thrilled with the
adult plants.
 Hartmut has been overwhelmed with his sprawling pumpkins vines but
he’s finally making them earn their keep by selling them the fruit.
 Meanwhile Sue is now writing a monthly column for the Uki News, and
spreading the gardening word far and wide.
 Amanda is after a flow hive and wondered whether anyone has got
one? The people that run The Farm at Ewingsdale invented it and are
very helpful on the phone or on their website. The hives are expensive
but currently 25% discount and make it much easier to harvest the
honey. The Farm staff also conduct bee keeping courses.
(Thanks to Di Morrison for the great meeting pics)
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John and Catherine Richards moved to the Tweed Valley in 2007,
purchasing a house in Bonnydoon Road, Uki from garden club members
Jim and Rosemary Taylor. The Taylors had spent their time there hacking
back the three acres of overgrown jungle that they inherited, revealing the
bones of a beautiful landscape set against a stunning backdrop. The
Richards combined their skills (John hard landscaping and Catherine
plant selection) to create a magnificent subtropical ornamental garden
around the house and swimming pool, and a rainforest down the steep
hill to the rear of the house. The back deck they build took advantage of
the magnificent view of Mt Warning to the north, while the paths they
excavated facilitated easy movement around the steep block. The
Richards have sold their property to Peter and Charlie of Mavis’s kitchen
and they are relocating to the Southern Highlands to be nearer their
children. Catherine is already looking forward to the challenge of starting
a new cold climate garden with bulbs, lilacs and other choice species that demand winter chill. We will miss them in the
club and wish them well in their future life.
(Story Julia Hancock, picture Katherine’s Facebook page)

Life Club members Merle and Kevin Munsie moved from their large property in Kynnumboon to downsize to Yandina
where one of their daughters lives. Neither were keen on the idea of suburbia but set about creating their own oasis in
their blank canvas of a new back yard. Sadly in the meantime Kevin passed away but Merle has continued the Munsie
tradition by cramming in ever more plants, using every available space possible. These photos show her cunning homemade shade over for her raised vegie bed, and her space-saving shelves for potted ornamentals in an awkward and
otherwise wasted side passage. Just goes to show that you can’t keep a good gardener down. Merle is a Life Member
of the Uki Garden Club and although she can’t attend meetings she still keeps up to date with the newsletter.
Left - Merle custom build this cover to protect her

vegies.
Below - Merle specialises in potted ornamentals and is
already running out of space on her shelves.

(Photos & story with many thanks to Julia Hancock)
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(This recipe comes with a warning – this kimchi is delectable and addictive, and we eat it in preference to our usual
chutneys and relishes nowadays! And of course it’s much better for the gut!!)
This recipe comes from the lovely book “Ferment” by Holly Davis, and I include her notes. There are two parts to the
recipe, the paste and the classic vegetable mix.
Red Kimchi Paste [Make this first]
•
•
•
•
•
•

30 g mild or hot gochugaru (Korean chilli pepper), to taste
6-8 garlic cloves, peeled
1 medium brown or white onion, peeled and quartered
1 small green apple, unpeeled and cored
1 medium nashi pear, unpeeled and cored (NB: I’ve used an ordinary pear, as well as another green apple, in place
of the nashi pear, in my own batches)
4 tablespoons fish sauce (see notes)

Blitz all the ingredients in a food processor or blender to a smooth paste. Use straight away, or store in an airtight container
for 7 days to ferment. You can then refrigerate for up to 12 months and use whenever needed – in which case it will act
as a starter for your kimchi, because you’re introducing an already fermented ingredient.
Notes: Fish sauce: Not all fish sauce is naturally fermented. Look for one that lists fish and salt as its only ingredients. It
should smell clean, not overly “fishy”.
If making vegan kimchi, use 3 tablespoons of shiro (white) or genmai (brown rice) miso paste instead.
Classic Kimchi
It’s worth noting that how much kimchi you end up with depends on how big your cabbage and daikon are. This is not an
exact recipe, but rather a guide yielding slightly different results and flavours each time. This recipe makes enough to fill
a 2 litre jar that is ready in 7-30 days.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 large Chinese or Napa cabbage, cut into bitesized chunks or in eighths, lengthways
50 g sea salt
I large Korean radish or daikon, cut into long
matchsticks
2 large carrots, cut into long matchsticks
1 bunch spring onions (scallions), cut into 3 cm
lengths
1 bunch garlic chives, cut into 3 cm lengths
1 quantity red kimchi paste

1. In a large bowl, combine the cabbage and sea salt, rubbing well until the moisture starts to seep from the cabbage
and it becomes softened. Leave to sit at room temperature, covered, overnight.
2. The next day, rinse the cabbage under cold running water, drain well and combine with the remaining ingredients.
3. Rub the paste through the mixture well. (Don disposable food-grade gloves; the hot chilli can cause extreme irritation
to your hands.) The salt will draw moisture from the vegetables.
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4.
Take a sterilised jar and fill with the kimchi mix. Make
sure to press the vegetables down as much as possible, so
they are completely immersed in the paste and liquid created.
Leave 2 cm of space between the top of the liquid and the rim
of the jar (as shown at left)
5.
Place the lid on the jar and leave for 7-30 days. Taste
from day 7 and refrigerate when you are satisfied with the
flavour.
Once in the fridge,
this will keep for up
to 12 months.
R: The finished
product
[NB: I’ve used ordinary radishes instead of daikon, and have left out the garlic
chives on one occasion, with complete success. As Holly says, this is just a
guide. And I also found it was unnecessary to let the salted cabbage sit overnight
– a few hours was adequate to release the moisture.]

This is a very simple cake to make with only five ingredients and no dairy. It is essentially Spanish in origin with the use
of almonds and olive oil. The quality of the products, are of course the secret. Whole fresh almonds with skins on are
best .... soak them in boiling water and then slip skins off. A rich olive oil will add to the taste also.
It can be served with a herbal infusion or even yoghurt or cream. However that’s not really necessary. It is lovely and
light with an interesting texture without any additions.
•
•
•
•
•

150ml extra virgin olive oil plus more for greasing the pan.
165g light brown sugar. I used rapadura available in the supermarket.
4 medium eggs
175g blanched almonds of different textures. Some fine, some chopped coarse. You can just use almond meal
with a few chopped or slivered almonds if you prefer.
100g plain flour sifted.

1. Preheat oven to 180C.
2. Whisk olive oil, sugar and eggs either by hand or machine until pale and fluffy. This may take 10-15 minutes. It
is the most important stage to achieve lightness.
3. Gently fold in sifted flour and most of the nuts.
4. Pour into a reasonably flat pan which has been lightly greased
with olive oil. I used a quiche dish.
5. Sprinkle remaining nuts on top.
6. Bake about 20 minutes until brown and firm to touch.
7. Remove and cool. I made mine the night before the Food Group
meeting.
Sorry there is no photo of the finished cake - it
was eaten before people asked for the recipe!
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Judy and Tony Stanhope and I were lucky enough to visit Canberra in May where Tony’s brother and his wife live and
kindly accommodated us for our four-night trip.
Judy and I wanted to see the World Wide Botanical Art exhibition at Ainsley, the Cartier Exhibition and both the National
Gallery and the National Portrait Gallery. We weren’t disappointed and came away inspired by what we saw.
Tony wanted to spend time with his brother Jon and see what he’s been up to recently. Jon was Labor Chief Minister of
the ACT from 2001-2011 and we were given a guided tour of some of his achievements whilst he was in government –
several large sculptures around the city, the transformation of an old factory into a glass working atelier, gallery and
restaurant and the National Arboretum.
Established in 2006 the arboretum covers 250 hectares which has been
planted with 1104 different species, each in groups of around 50 trees
each. It is a massive ongoing project on a huge scale, the infrastructure
of which made my eyes water. There is now an excellent gift shop and
restaurant which sits next to a pavilion containing the National Bonsai
and Penjing Collection of Australia (penjing is the Chinese word for
bonsai).
Our visit coincided with the last of the autumn colour with species such
as liquidambar, maple, ginkgo, oak and diospyrus ablaze with fiery
foliage. Many of these trees are rare and endangered in their natural
habitats in other parts of the world. In future maybe they will only exist in
the tree museum in Canberra.
A highlight of the gardens for me was the fantastic ‘Wide Brown Land’
sculpture crowning the hill near the Himalayan cedar forest – a stunning celebration of Dorothea McKellar’s poem, the
original of which is housed in the National Library in Canberra. Anyone visiting Canberra must visit the arboretum –
although young it is one of the best in the world and is only six kilometres of Canberra city.

Locals enjoy the walking, running and cycling trails, families can picnic under
shady trees, couples can marry in the Margaret Whitlam Pavilion and culture
vultures can attend open air performances in the amphitheatre. Although
already beautiful Jon Stanhope’s vision will continue to mature into an
outstanding national asset for future generations to enjoy.

At right - Tony and Jon Stanhope Photo: Judy Stanhope
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As discussed last month, herbs are the ideal ingredient for a health-conscious cook, giving a wide range of flavours without adding
extra salt or fat. Let’s look at the best way to store, wash and prepare those lovingly grown gems of flavour.
Storage
✓
✓
✓
✓

Keep them in a plastic bag, trapping in as much air as possible when sealing
Store in the bottom of the fridge in the crisper or salad drawer
Take care not to ice/freeze herbs as some like basil will blacken
Herbs with stalks (coriander, basil, parsley) can be placed in a jar with 1-2cm of water. Cover with a plastic bag and secure
with an elastic band. They should keep about 5 days like this

Washing
o
o
o
o

Fill a large bowl with cold water
Hold herbs by stems and plunge them in until submerged
Wait a minute, then shake them and drain in a colander
Gently pat dry with paper towel or a clean tea towel

NB. Parsley and coriander have a high moisture content so it is a good idea to chop them before washing (to avoid them sticking
together). After chopping, place in a sieve, rinse under running water and allow to drain. Dry with paper towel.
Preparation
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Fresh herbs release their flavour more readily when chopped than if they are used whole
They deteriorate in vitamin and mineral content quickly once chopped, so try to shred them just before using them in cooking
If prepared in advance, keep chopped herbs in a bowl in the fridge covered by a damp tea-towel
For some herbs, leaves need to be stripped form the stem – eg rosemary and thyme
Others, like coriander, parsley and dill have a flavoursome stalk which can be used
Grinding herbs in a mortar and pestle releases more flavour – ideal for pesto or sauces
Heat destroys the flavour of many herbs, so ones like coriander and chives are best added in the final stages of cooking
Some, like thyme and rosemary, withstand heat better so can be cooked for longer periods
If adding herbs like basil to a salad, always tear the leaves to release their natural oils and flavour

Bon apetit!
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Yellow Crazy Ant (Anoplolepis gracilipes) has been
confirmed in Lismore, the first time in more than a
decade the species has been found in NSW.
Let’s hope they have not made their way into
Tweed Shire so we need everyone keeping an eye
out.
Yellow Crazy Ants, a highly invasive exotic pest that can spread very quickly, build super colonies and damage
local ecosystems were identified in Lismore recently.
A member of the public identified the outbreak and reported it through the NSW DPI Biosecurity Hotline.The
species has not been confirmed in the state since being eradicated from Goodwood Island in the Clarence River
more than a decade ago.
If you see these ants – yellow or brownish, about 5mm long, with very long legs and antennae and an erratic
walking style – you can report them on the Biosecurity Hotline, the DPI website, or via the Local Lands Services
office.
Yellow Crazy Ant is a serious environmental pest, and although not a direct threat to humans they pose a
serious economic and environmental threat and have the potential to spread to large parts of Australia. Reports
can be made via the NSW DPI Biosecurity Hotline on 1800 680 244, online at
www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/info/reportexoticant or through Local Lands Services.

Hilda Brulotte, ‘baby’ sister of garden club life member Stella Wilkie,
passed away on 28 May 2018. Eleven years younger than Stella, Hilda
and her husband moved from New Zealand to Uki in the 1990s, and were
later joined by Stella who embraced her new life in the Tweed at the age
of 84.
Both sisters were keen gardeners and hosted the club meetings on
several occasions in their 10-acre property off Smiths Creek Road. Hilda
then explored more of her creative side and expanded into painting and
sculpture. Her house and garden were full of her wonderfully whimsical
and unique pieces of art. Hilda lived every minute of every day to the max
– no one knew how such a tiny woman could exude so much energy.
Hilda will be remembered for her fun-loving, passionate and inventive
spirit. At 102 years of age Stella has now outlived all her four younger
siblings and is determined to live to 105.
(thanks to Julia for sending this thru)
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Chinese Violet (Asystasia gangetica ssp. Micrantha) is a high risk species targeted for eradication in NSW. While some
undesirable species are obvious, Chinese Violet looks harmless enough until you take note of the way it spreads.
As an environmental weed, it smothers other ground plants and
displaces vegetation, which reduces the availability of habitat for
native plants and animals and therefore reduces biodiversity.
Tweed Shire Council regularly receive reports of suspicious plants and
roadside garden dumping. Plants such as Chinese Violet find their
way to these sites when landowners that plant them realise they have
out grown the site for which they were originally intended. And – it has
been found in Uki recently!
Key points
•
•
•
•
•

Asystasia gangetica ssp. micrantha is a matforming creeper
which can smother more desirable plants.
Prevention and early intervention are the most cost-effective forms of weed control.
Avoid creating bare areas where micrantha ssp. A. gangetica and other weeds can invade.
Do not attempt control on your own, as it can spread very easily from both seeds and stems.
If you see a plant that may be A. gangetica ssp. micrantha, contact Tweed Shore Council to report it.
(Article reproduced from the Tweed Grassroots Gazette with much thanks to Heidi Fletcher, Tweed Landcare Officer)

I found this lovely ground orchid in a forest area of our property.
It is the Blotched Hyacinth Orchid, Diplodium Punctatum which grows from our
area south to Victoria and South Australia and it flowers without leaves.
It seems there are lots of interesting and surprising plants growing naturally in
our Garden Club area.
Cheers, Kirsteen
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 When did you last clean out your compost bin? It’s hard work but worth doing, especially if the compost inside is lovely
and decomposed.
 If you’ve got a worm farm, sprinkle a handful of lime on top of the ‘soil’ to keep the farm ‘sweet’.
 Feed azaleas with a soluble azalea fertilizer from now until flowering commences.
 Cannas become mouldy and unattractive at this time of the year and need to be cut right down to the ground. Burn
or bin the trash to avoid the spread of fungi and borers.
 Continue to eradicate the last of this year’s annual weeds.
 Prune sasanqua camellias and gardenias after flowering if they need to
be reshaped or controlled.
 Rake leaves away from paths to prevent them becoming slippery. Also don’t let fallen leaves stay on the lawn too long as they will rot the grass.
 Prune buddlejas to at least half their original size. (pic at right)
 Spike lawns to aerate the turf and improve drainage. Dress with lime to
boost spring growth.
 Cut dahlias right back to ground level once they have finished flowering
and cover tubers with mulch for the winter.


Watch for sawfly infestations on callistemons and eucalypts
and remove by hand.
(pic at left of saw flies courtesy of Aust. Museum)

 Got any plants that need moving? Now is the best time of the year to
undertake such work before it gets too cold. Prepare the soil in the new
spot by digging in lots of compost; lightly prune the shrub that is to be
moved; and water it into its new position, adding some seaweed solution
to the watering can.
 Look out for male bowerbirds making their nests and leave something
blue for them in the garden.

(Thanks to Alex Deen for the pic at right
of a bower bird nest recently found in
her garden)
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Gary and I have just returned from a month driving/camping all over the southern half of WA and western NT. After crossing the
Nullarbor (which is a bit of a misnomer because there is a great variety of vegetation), we drove north through Kalgoorlie, up
through the gold fields and massive iron ore mining sites to Port Hedland. We absolutely loved the Pilbara, especially at night with
vast clear skies and millions of stars.
We headed south from Port Hedland, called into Exmouth and Coral Bay and went snorkelling on The Ningaloo reef...a big tick off
my wish list, and followed the Indian Ocean down to Cervantes where the lobster are to die for! We then went inland through wheat
country and came out at Perth, where we visited Kings Park, and saw that massive boab that was transported down from the
Kimberly. It is sprouting new growth, so it looks like it will make the transition OK.
(L - Kings Park – Perth)
We then criss crossed the south west corner, and loved every
minute of it all, especially the absolutely beautiful aquamarine
waters all around the coast. We spent a few days at divine
Esperance, and went for a walk through Cape Le Grande
National Park. Although it was not strictly the “wild flower
season”, there were still plenty of beautiful flowers on show.
(pics below and below left – Cape Le Grande NP)
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After Esperance, we went back north through Kalgoorlie, to Leonora and Laverton, and across the Great Victorian desert. This was
perhaps the highlight for us both, although it is a toss up with the superb aquamarine waters and white sand of the southern
beaches. The desert is divine with red sand and wonderful yellow spinifex, as well as a good covering of other grasses and
scrubby bushes...certainly not parched and bare that you might think of as desert. The scenery coming close to the NT border is
out of this world, with Purple Ranges and dry creek beds with white gums the stand out for me. You can drive for 3 days without
seeing a town, but there is fuel every 300-400kms at several roadhouses. There are very few, if any tourists on this road, and
certainly no caravans, and this, also was a highlight. After all this beauty, you are then stunned by the sight of the Olga’s appearing
out of nowhere. It is an amazing experience to approach them from the west. Uluru and Kings Canyon are marvelous, but by then
we felt as if we were in suburbia, although the distances to Alice Springs are still great. We had a week in Alice, cleaning all our
camping gear and leaving it ready to resume stage 2 of our trip in June/July. Flying over the Simpson Desert from Alice took my
breath away...totally red desert and sand dunes for hours.
We had a fabulous stage 1, and are now back home for 6 weeks. Totally looking forward to getting back to our gear in Alice, then
heading out across the Tanami desert to Broome and seeing the top half of the country.
(Below - stunning purple Ranges, dry creek bed and white gums near Docker River, NT)

(L – Another perfect Central Aust scene)
(Below - A perfect spot for lunch and a dip!)

(L - Lasseter’s Cave, NT)
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Below left – Devils Marbles

Below right – Camooweal Dam on the QLD border to NT

Below left - Desert Rose

Below right – Apricot Hibiscus

Below - Wall garden in terracotta pots and interesting use of old beer kegs
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Date: Saturday 28th July, 2018 at 2.00pm
Location: Garden of Amanda Baker, 9 Wollumbin St, Tyalgum
Agenda
•

Acceptance of the minutes of the 2017 AGM

•

President's Report

•

Annual Financial Statement

•

Election of new committee members

You must be a financial club member to vote at this meeting.
Nominations for committee positions will be accepted until COB Sunday 15 th July either as a scanned copy via
email to ugnews@gmail.com, in person at a Club meeting, or sent to PO Box 580 Murwillumbah, 2484.
Please ensure that the person nominated for the committee signs the form otherwise it will be deemed invalid.
Committee nomination form and the minutes of the last AGM are included in this newsletter. Nomination forms
can also be downloaded from the Uki Garden Club website.
At the time of print - we are in need of a Treasurer and some committee members please. Please offer to assist
as it is only a small commitment – no position is very onerous and helps our Club continue to be great
Duties and responsibilities of these roles are as follows:
Treasurer
Must have good knowledge of book keeping including GST obligations and maintaining records electronically. Is
responsible for the prompt receipting and banking of monies received and payment of Club accounts. Ensures
accurate books are maintained and reconciled. Is responsible for preparation and presentation of monthly
financial reports and of the annual report, including submission of accounts to the Office of Fair Trading.
Committee Members
Specific tasks for committee members include:
•
•
•
•

Meet and greet of members at meetings
Circulation of raffle prize tickets at meetings and purchase of additional ticket books when required
Organises raffle prizes for each meeting
Taking of General Meeting and Food Group notes for inclusion in the Club newsletter

 For those who attended this month's Food Group meeting at Limpinwood, Dave and Bronwyn Hancox would like
follow up details from members who expressed an interest in promos for their online app. Please contact either by
telephone or e-mail. Bronwyn had a conversation with a fellow who was a builder and wanted to keep up with their
"Queenslander" project. Please get in touch. 0429 845 884
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General Meeting - Saturday 26th May, 2pm start
Saturday 28th July, 2018 starting at 2.00pm
Location: Garden of Amanda Baker, 9 Wollumbin St, Tyalgum

Food Group Meeting
Tuesday 12th June, 9.30am start
Bronwyn and David Hancox
327 Limpinwood Valley Road,
Limpinwood PH: 0429 845 884
Directions: When you arrive at 139 Chowan Creek Road, Chowan Creek, turn left into Irvine Lane.
Cross over the bridge and come up the driveway marked "The Renton's Place".
Turn around beside the house and park on the left hand side of the driveway going down the hill.
If more car parks are required, please park in the next door driveway.
Those who have less mobility are welcome to park beside the house.

Well, that’s it for another newsletter. Once more, many thanks to all the contributors for this month’s newsletter. Keep
sending your recipes, hints and travel stories to at ugcnew@gmail.com
And thanks as always to our printer – Sandra & Alan Guthrie at Poster Paradise.
Find them at 97 Main St, Murwillumbah (next to Tweed Fruit Exchange) ph: 6672 4833 or email
postpar@bigpond.net.au
Cheers Fran
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Uki Garden Club Inc.
Executive Committee
Nomination Form 2018/19
Any financial member may nominate one or more persons for any position on the committee or nominate themselves.
The nominee must also be a financial member of the club.
All nominations must be received by the Secretary by 15 July 2018 via:
• Handing to a current committee member; or
• Scanned, signed copy emailed to ugcnews@gmail.com or;
• By post to:
Secretary
Uki Garden Club
PO Box 580
Murwillumbah NSW 2484
Position

Nominee

Nominee’s Signature of acceptance and
confirmation of current financial
membership.

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Ordinary Member
Ordinary Member
Ordinary Member
Newsletter Editor

I am a financial member of the Uki Garden Club and nominate the above person/s for the executive committee for 2018/19

Name of Proposer ………………Signature of Proposer ……………….....Date …/…/..
Name of Seconder………………Signature of Seconder………………… Date .. /…/..
Note: A member may propose or second their own nomination.
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Uki Garden Club Inc Membership Form Year 2018/19
PO Box 580 Murwillumbah 2484 ugcnews@gmail.com

1) Member Type Please tick appropriate box as below.

 New

 Renewing

Please fill out all the details below.

Please fill out any details that have changed.

2) Member Information
First name:

Last name:

First name:

Last name:

3) Contact Details
Address:
Suburb:

State:

P/code:

Phone (Home):

Phone (Mobile):

Email:

4) Newsletter Option



$20 for emailed newsletters



$25 for posted newsletters

5) Agreement to Share Contact Details
My contact details may be shared with other club members





YES

NO

6) Payment Type Please indicate payment method



Cash



Direct Debit
Bank:

Southern Cross Credit Union

BSB

722-744

Account name:

Uki Garden Club Inc

Account No

90867

7) Signature
I agree to be bound by the rules and constitution of the association.
Signature

____________________________________
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Date

_____/_____/_____

